Changes of public transportation from airport Berlin Schönefeld SXF to Berlin City because of reconstruction work of City Train S9

Regarding on reconstruction work at the City Train line S9 it is not possible to use it for travelling from the airport Berlin Schönefeld SXF to the city center as described in the travelling information on the EVSSAR website before.

You will find this signs:

After you bought the Single ticket / Standard fare zone ABC for 3,40 € and made it valuable by stamping it in the stamping box, you go to the lanes where the trains RE7 direction Dessau or RB14 direction Nauen leave and enter the right train. You leave the train at „Friedrichstraße“ or „Hauptbahnhof“. By the way: „Hbf“ is the often used abbreviation for Hauptbahnhof (Train Main Station)